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In his book ‘Postcolonialism’ , Robert  J C Young wrote  “White culture was regarded (and 

remains) the basis for ideas of legitimate government , law , economics , science , language , 

music , art , literature  - in a word , civilization.  ” . His statement was true ; back then and even 

now . The stage was set , and white culture was the ultimatum . A hierarchal rule was born , 

and white culture was at the top of it .                                                                                                                                                        

Hierarchy , a system that ranks a being according to their status in society , their skin colour , 

and  their gender  , has been around for centuries . It continues to effect one’s life on the daily 

, sometimes in ways that are salient , and sometimes they go unnoticed . People know about 

it , think about it , and write about it . It’s evident when one reads literature produced by African 

writers . Whether it is a historical fiction novel or a nonfiction writing , the author can be seen 

to question this term . And all these writings have another underlying term quotidian too , 

colonialism .What does it mean ? What did it do ? How did it set standards for hierarchy ?                                                                                      

This critical essay looks to answer these questions by analysing literature assembled by African 

writers.  

Imperialism , that had dug in its roots in the late 18th century , started it’s astute slowly but 

efficaciously. To make people believe that one is higher in “power” than the other , a 

psychological game is played. The battle that took place on the lands showed the African 

community who was in power ; but the psychological battle of deceit and faith made them 

believe it. The outsiders made them believe that their culture , moral , and people , were the 

lesser auxiliary. Robert J C Young mentioned  about how Imperial rule was vindicated by 

anthropological theories which illustrated people of colour as inferior and childlike ; 

incapacitated to help themselves , and in need of development . “How many faces of power 

can you think of that are brown? ” , he asks . And this questioning and reflection isn’t just 

something only Young talks about . Kwame Anthony Appiah examines the same topic in his 

writing ‘The politics of identity’ when he states how certain people aren’t treated with 

laudation because their identities are thought to be “diagonally” shaped . Their mannerisms 

are negatively centred . And colonialism moulded it that way . It developed an identity , 

accurate to their needs and not the reality . Made a world with itself at the top and the rest 

under the soils . The first step to that was convincing , forcing , the people to accept that ‘white 

culture’ was the ultimatum . In his book ‘Decolonising the mind’ , Ngugi wa Thiong’o  opens up 

about his experiences with this formed hierarchy . He says how when he went to a colonial 

school , the language of his education was not the language of his culture. English , the 

language of the outsiders , was made “the official vehicle and the magic formula to colonial 

elitedom” . It became the measure of intellect and all other branches of learning . “One of the 

most humiliating experiences was to be caught speaking Gikuyu(his native tongue) in the 



vicinity of the school” , he added . Colonialism needed to strip away other cultures first to make 

theirs the only one . Ngugi wa Thiong’o called this “the cultural bomb”. “The effect of the 

cultural bomb is to annihilate a person’s belief in their names , in the languages , in their 

environments , in their heritage of struggle , in their unity , in their capacities , and ultimately 

in themselves .  ” he explained .  

It is not only these pieces of non-fiction writings which talks about it . Many historical fiction 

narratives also bring them up the theme of white culture . In her short story named ‘For whom 

things did not change’ , Ama Ata Aidoo writes a character by the name of Kobina (who is 

educated in the culture of the colonisers and hence by the standards of hierarchy , considered 

to be of power)  , talks about the difference in power between the races , saying “As a man of 

the land and your wife’s husband you are a man and you do not cook . As a black man facing a 

white man , his servant , you are black , and not a man . Therefore you can cook.” . This is a 

complex set of identities that were formed . In certain situations you’re mighty , in others 

you’re nothing more than an object required to serve its purpose . And the colonisers are the 

ones who get to decide that purpose .    

But an underlying fact was that , to be able to impose one’s ideas and morals of white culture 

on another community one must gain the trust of that community first . To gain trust , and 

break it . Because African culture was so passionately formed and followed , one can’t just go 

in and tear it apart in a day . It takes years to dilute a culture of such faith . Chinua Achebe 

explores this trust in his book ‘Arrow of God ’ . A character Ezeulu in the narrative , who was a 

chief priest , says this in an argument with his son about the Europeans and their demands – 

“He asked me to send one of my children to learn the ways of his people and I agreed to send 

you . I did not send you so that you might leave your duty in my household ” . Here , “learn the 

ways” seems innocent enough of a request , but the reality remained that the request was the 

first step to taking control and power away from the people whom it belonged to . In her book 

‘Homegoing’, Yaa Gyasi also mentions the same when one of her characters says that the 

meaning of trade was to work with the Britishers and not for them . Indicating the same plan 

of ‘gaining trust’ that they plotted . This trust was important , because people follow and 

believe only those who they trust . And once the people follow , they become the ones behind 

and not the ones on the front lines .                                                                                                                                    

After reading and analysing the experiences of people involved directly and indirectly in the 

world of imperialism , it can be seen how colonialism set standards for hierarchy . People were 

living their lives and communities carrying out their cultures . Colonialism came as an act to 

break this down . Solely for the benefit of its own people , by the exploitation of others . To 

make sure that the power doesn’t shift ; to make sure the “ranks” in hierarchy  are favoured 

to them .Chinua Achebe had talked about this interference of Europeans  saying , “Why is there 

a need to be involved in every country’s matter? To maintain power .” .   

As a result of this long and horrendous concept that divided the society unequally , the traces 

of trauma still remains . Hierarchy still remains due to self-doubts and history .                                                                                     

Colonialism was , and remains to be a major factor in how the societal standards as we know 

it today is shaped .   Adding fuel to the fire , colonialism set standards of what is at the top . For 

what is the final decision ,  and who gets to make them .      




